
Connect Onspring to your risk monitoring systems for comprehensive visual
representations of third-party risk. Stop compartmentalizing data in separate
systems and consolidate everything into one simple view without any code. 

Cloud-based, 
no-code software Dictate which monitoring

system alerts flow through
Onspring and to your users.

Validate vendor flags and
conduct vendor assessments
using data from multiple sources. 

Establish one system of truth
by syncing vendor tiers in
Onspring with vendor list data
from your monitoring systems. 

Create a faster way to identify
which vendors need in-depth
reviews. 

DATA CONNECTORS

Your Fastest Way to a 
Unified View of Third-Party Risk
Directly feed risk monitoring data into Onspring
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DATA CONNECTORS

Add predictive analytics on
the financial health of public
and private companies from
RapidRatings into Onspring.
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Set up desired data from

RapidRatings, then auto-

map fields to Onspring

vendor records. 

Build your RapidRatings portfolio for data sync

Incorporate findings into your overall vendor risk assessment program

Perform detailed analyses of

key data points and evaluate

trends and vendors that require

further review.



Design your desired vendor portfolio

in BitSight, then map to Onspring

using drag 'n drop functionality. 

Create your BitSight portfolio for easy set up 

DATA CONNECTORS
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Combine data-driven security
ratings from BitSight on your
vendors to measure your
organization's cybersecurity
performance within Onspring. 

Analyze and report on vendor performance with verified data 

Use evaluation data to drive

action and add value to your 

third-party management program.



DATA CONNECTORS
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Engage continuous vendor

monitoring to custom-tune

your risk priorities in Onspring.

Select any field to auto-map fields

between your RiskRecon portfolio 

and Onspring vendor records. 

Easily connect monitoring service data without IT help 

Create risk-prioritized action

plans based on your priorities

using real-time third-party

scanning and evaluation

from RiskRecon.

Gain real-time visibilty to drive mitigation plans



DATA CONNECTORS

Connect cyber security ratings for
companies, government agencies
and educational institutions from
SecurityScorecard into Onspring. 
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Using formulas, you can

pull information out of

SecurityScorecard

Company Profile records

directly into Vendor

records in Onspring for

analysis and reporting.

Roll up SecurityScorecard ratings to vendor records

Auto-map fields between

your SecurityScorecard

portfolio and Onspring

vendor records. 

Drag 'n drop configuration for easy set up 



SOFTWARE PLATFORM

Save time & money 

Put your teams in control  

No-code, Drag & Drop Configuration
No development resources are needed to implement

or make changes to your Onspring instance. Literally

anyone from your team can build configurations from

scratch or make updates.

Benefits:

Collaborate using your favorite tools 

Connect with other teams in their preferred style

Open API = Any Integration
Our pre-built data connectors are available to help

your team manage risk and maintain compliance

without extra labor. You must have a valid content

license to connect third-party data into Onspring. 

Benefits:

Ask and you shall receive 

New features are designed for you 

Customer-driven Innovation Roadmap
Much of Onspring's product roadmap is driven by

customer input to ensure the platform supports your

business exactly as it needs to.

Benefits:

Save cost to maintain highly secure data 

Keep your data segregated and encrypted

Data Protection & Security
Define user-based access levels to control data

visibilty and maintain audit trails of configuration

changes and user activity. 

Benefits:

Increase the effectiveness & speed of your teams to
keep your business running at its best.

We’d be glad to show you around our fully customizable platform. 
No pressure. No sales gimmicks. Request a personalized demo > 
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